
Directions to Casa Macaw from Liberia Airport

Set your odometer to zero when you arrive at the end of the airport entrance road (if you
have picked up a rental car that is several kilometers away from the airport, you will need
to adjust for the distances and kilometer marks given below).

At the end of the airport road, turn to the right, or west.
-At kmark 10.4 you’ll see a sign for FILADELPHIA (proceed in that direction).
-At kmark 17 another sign for FILADELPHIA (continue in that direction).
-At kmark 22 there is a gas station on the right, and a sign for BELEN (go there).
-At kmark 28.6 you’ll see a Supercompro Supermarket in BELEN.
  Make a right turn at the big intersection (new gas station on your left after

the turn).  Nice restrooms in the little mall behind the gas station.
-At kmark 33 you’ll see a sign for HUACAS (go there).
-At kmark 43 you’ll see Canopy Tours on the right.
-At kmark 47 you’ll see Monkey Park on the right.
-At kmark 49 will be a new supermarket on the right.
-At kmark 50 will be a gas station on the left.  It is the one closest to our condo.

           You’ll now go up and down a hill.
-At kmark 54 the road forks: the left goes to Tamarindo, the right to Playa

Conchal. Take the right fork.
-At kmark 55 there is a sign pointing to Playa Flamingo and Brasilito to the right.

 However, go straight on for 4-5 km.
-At kmark 59 you get to a small town called MATAPALO.  Drive through

Matapalo (the soccer pitch will be to your right) then turn right at the 
intersection.  Go one block. You’ll come to a stop sign, with the
Alcoholics Anonymous on your left and the police station across the road
to the right.  Go left here.

-At the next intersection, just a few yards along, go to the right (there may be 
a Condor Lodge sign).  You’ll see the rodeo enclosure to your left.

-Now you are on a dirt road for another 15 minutes—this will take you to  
Condor Lodge.  You will come to a left turn, after 4 kilometers, and you
will take the left.  The entrance to Condor Lodge is immediately on the
left. Follow signs to ‘Recepcion’.


